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COURAGE AT A TIME OF UNCERTAINTY
A few weeks ago, we introduced a set of “core values” to our Linkage team. These
are behaviors that we believe will be key to our long-term success as a company.
My favorite core value is COURAGE. Companies that have BUSINESS COURAGE
will find ways to thrive in the face of unprecedented market instability.

Quote

of the week
“Success is not final, failure
is not fatal: it is the
courage to continue that
counts.”
Winston Churchill
(1874 - 1965)

Photo

of the week
Linkage is elated to have
the Wavan Sales team
doing the bulk of our USA
marketing now.
Since 2008, Wavan has
provided our original
Viasource operation with
experienced PCB sales
service and the business
passion that our customers
expect.

Severely constrained capacity due to surging China
5G demand and a historical collapse in
international airline travel have teamed up to test
our resolve to “courageously” source PCBs in Asia
for our North American customers. These are
wild and crazy times.

Lost in the COVID-19 headlines has been China’s
decision to ramp up the implementation of their
5G telecommunication infrastructure. Part of the
decision was driven by their desire to “be the best”
and part of it now is driven by the fact that many
Chinese now need fast internet to work from home.
In 2020, China plans to install 600,000 5G base
stations. China Mobile chairman Yang Jie said the
carrier would build 250,000 of these base stations
this year and dedicate 100 billion yuan ($14.13
billion) to 5G investment. To satisfy this surge, 5G
equipment producers such as Huawei and ZTE are
placing massive PCB orders (> $100M USD) at our
partner factories, eating up massive amounts of
available capacity.
The result has been a “sourcing” challenge:

•
•

There is a bit of good news ahead:
•
•

The 5G Story

•

told us last week that the transport cost for PPE
alone has increased in the past months from
$4/kg to $20/kg – 500%!

Lead times are increasing at all of the
leading China PCB producers
Material shortages have developed as
suppliers shift capacity to high speed
materials to satisfy 5G demands
In North America, customers with a “lead
time gap” are consuming available quickturn capacity.

Logistical Misery

PCB orders for 5G customers are expected
to subside by June
Major airlines are adding capacity, in some
cases using commercial passenger space
for cargo. But this is not a long-term
solution.

So what can we do?
At Linkage we recommend a healthy dose of
BUSINESS COURAGE.
Some things that you can do include:
•
•

Increase your order lead times by 2 weeks
Increase the size of your orders to reduce
your unit cost and develop some safety
stock
• Align with PCB partners who have:
- Volume spend influence at the factory
- A local Chinese team to push for a
preferred place in the queue
• Consider qualifying a non-China source to
diversify your spend:
- Linkage has great non-China options
- BUT---China PCB shops still offer the
best overall value (price + technology)
Still not feeling particularly COURAGOUS? Give
our team a call and we will talk you off your ledge
and help you seize the day with confidence.

Approximately 50% of air cargo flies from Asia in
the bellies of passenger planes. When the USA
implemented international travel bans, most major
airlines slashed the number of flights between
Asia, specifically China and the USA. Huge
demand for medical PPE further consumed any
available air cargo capacity.
So much of the world passenger fleet is grounded
that there is a capacity shortfall,” said IATA
spokesman Perry Flint. “It’s not that overall
demand for air cargo is rising, it’s that capacity has
fallen through the floor.”
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In some cases, we at Linkage have experienced
delays because our carriers are imposing strict
limits on the amount of orders that we can ship in
a given day. Our primary Linkage freight carrier
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A China Eastern commercial airplane
outfitted to haul PPE to the West.
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